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WHAT IS FLAVOR?

• A “heavy electron” (i.e. muon) never decayed radiatively into an electron 
although such a decay does not violate any conservation law.  

• New quantum numbers, “Flavors,” were introduced to explain it.   

• Quarks seem to approximately conserve flavors.  

• FCNC decays such as  occur only at 10-5 level. 

• Neutrinos oscillate and have no respect for Flavors!  

• What about Charged Leptons?

b → sγ

μ → eγ
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NEUTRINO OSCILLATIONS

• We don’t really measure neutrinos in these measurements!

π+ → μ+νμ

νμ → νe

νen → e−p

π+n → μ+e−p
CHARGED LEPTON FLAVOR VIOLATION (CLFV)!
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CHARGED LEPTONS SHOULD MIX!
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TEV SCALE NEW PHYSICS HELP THEM MIX !

μ e

SUSY

Induced via RGE 
down from GUT/seesaw 
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T. Mori, W. Ootani / Progress in Particle and Nuclear Physics ( ) – 7

Fig. 5. Experimental upper limits (90% C.L.) on cLFV muon processes as a function of the year where the µ ! 3e and µ�N ! e�N bounds are converted
into equivalent µ ! e� bounds by using Eqs. (6) and (7). The corresponding new physics scale ⇤ for  = 0, defined in Eqs. (9) and (10), is also indicated.

with a detection efficiency ✏ ⇡ O(1%) in a few years of data taking (T ⇡ O(107) s), a DCmuon rate of 1013/✏/T ⇡ 107–108/s
is necessary. Such a high rate DC muon beam is currently only available at Paul Scherrer Institute (PSI), Switzerland. PSI’s
590 MeV isochronous ring cyclotron constantly supplies a 2.2 mA proton beam with 50.6 MHz RF time structure. Since
the muon life time of 2 µs is much longer than the RF structure, the muon decay rate becomes constant (DC) without any
time structure. The cyclotron is currently being upgraded and its beam current is planned to increase eventually to 3.0 mA,
approaching an unrivalled beam power of 1.8 MW.

Major experimental challenges are (1) a good photon energy resolution to suppress background photons from radiative
muon decays and annihilation of positrons in material, and (2) precise measurements of positrons in the high rate environ-
ment of 107–108 positrons per second.

The MEG experiment at PSI, which finished data taking in summer 2013, obtained the world’s best upper bounds on
B(µ ! e� ) < 5.7⇥ 10�13 at 90% C.L. [7] using ⇠1/2 of the data taken. The final result of MEG is expected during the year
2014. Currently at PSI, preparations are underway for the MEG II experiment, an upgrade of MEG, which plans to start data
taking in 2016 with a goal of achieving an order of magnitude better sensitivity than MEG in three years’ data taking.

1.2.2. µ+ ! e+e�e+

Searches for the µ ! 3e decay also require positive muons to avoid muonic atom formation just like µ ! e� searches.
With three particles in the final state, they also suffer from accidental coincidences: positrons from normal muon decays
coincidewith e+e� pairs fromphoton conversions or fromBhabha scattering of positronswith atomic electrons. Tominimise
the accidental background, a DC muon beam, one as constant in time as possible, should be used.

With the presently available DC muon beam at PSI (⇠1 ⇥ 108 muons/s), an improvement in sensitivity by two orders
of magnitude over the current 90% CL upper bound on B(µ ! 3e) < 1.0 ⇥ 10�12 [20] may be possible. However, a much
more intense muon source of �109 is required to become competitive with the existing upper bound on B(µ ! e� ) <
5.7 ⇥ 10�13 [7]. A new high intensity muon beamline, ‘‘High Intensity Muon Beam’’ (HIMB), that can provide >109 muons
per second, has been proposed and is under serious consideration at PSI [31]. An upgrade plan of the proton accelerator
complex at Fermilab (Proton Improvement Plan-II (PIP-II)) aimed at providing a beam power of at least 1 MW on target at
the initiation of the long baseline neutrino facility (LBNF) is embeddedwithin a longer-term concept for upgrades to achieve
multi-MW, continuous wave capabilities, which could accommodate a high intensity muon source [32].

Amajor experimental challenge for aµ ! 3e search is precise tracking and vertexing of positrons and electrons in a high
rate environment of >109 muon decays per second. Tracking detectors must have low momentum thresholds and cover a
large solid angle to efficiently measure three-body final states of µ ! 3e decays. Because of this daunting challenge, no
experiment had been proposed for more than a quarter century since the last experiment. Recent advances in ultra-thin
silicon pixel detector technology, however, seems to rise to the challenge. The mu3e experiment [33], recently proposed at
PSI, envisages to use High Voltage Monolithic Active Pixel Sensors (HV-MAPS) to realise ultra-thin tracking detectors that
minimisemultiple scattering and energy loss for precise tracking and vertexing. The first phase ofmu3ewill use the existing
beamline to achieve an O(10�15) sensitivity, but the second phase for O(10�16) requires realisation of the HIMB.

μ→eγ

Branching Ratio


Upper limits

MEG
“SUSY GUT”

4.2×10-13 

We are already  
exploring New Physics
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MUON DECAYS & 
CONVERSIONS

TAU DECAYS MESON DECAYS

HIGGS DECAYS

Z DECAYS
NEW HEAVY PARTICLES

NEW LIGHT PARTICLES

N. Tasneem (BaBar)Υ(3S) → eμ
S. Weber (LHCb)B → Kℓℓ′ 

J. Swallow (NA62)K → πμe

Apologies for any topics that I missed…

H → τℓ H. Borecka-Bielska (ATLAS)

K. Inami, D. Sahoo (Belle/Belle II)
K. Ieki (MEG/MEG II)

H. Nishiguchi (COMET)
M. Aoki (DeeMe)

M. Yucel (Mu2e)

Special thanks to A. Papa (Mu3e) & M. Nakao (MEG)

Check many interesting talks 
in the parallel sessions

E. Graziani, F Tenchini (Belle II)
Z′ → inv ALP → γγ τ → ℓα
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LFV HIGGS COUPLINGS

• Various LFV processes are 
connected through common 
fundamental LFV couplings. 

• LFV Higgs couplings are also 
probed by muon & tau LFV 
processes.  

• LHC experiments have higher 
sensitivities for LFV Higgs 
couplings involving tau. 

• complementarity

Sacha Davidson, Bertrand Echenard Snowmass RP frontier kick off meeting  - Jul  2020         p.25

High-energy probes

High energy colliders offer complementary way to search for CLFV

Harnik, Kopp, Zupan
1209.1397 

Phys. Lett. B 800 (2020) 135069

LFV Higgs couplings

t

CLFV Higgs decay

g-2

PNoeN

Wol’ll (Po eee)

WoPJ (Po eJ)

Competitive bounds for W leptons

Room for 
discovery
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Upper limits on the absolute values of Y�τ couplings
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1. Introduction                                                            Mitsutaka Nakao ★ Page:      /42

Introduction (2/2)
●There is no clear evidence of new physics to date (but for some anomalies). 
●Therefore it is important to search any possibility of BSM using existing 
experimental setups. 

‣ Displaced vertex/long-lived particles search in ATLAS/CMS, FCC. 

‣ LHC + X facilities (Codex-b, MATHUSLA, MilliQan, SHiP, FASER) 

‣ Long-lived particles search in KOTO. 

‣ Dark sector search in Belle2 (B2TiP). 

‣ …… 

‣ MEG can do the similar thing! 

●We have started studying a search for μ+→e+X, X→γγ using the MEG full 
datasets.

49

MC

μ+→e+X
X→γγ

Liquid Xe γ detector 

SEARCH FOR LFV AXION LIKE PARTICLE BY MEG
• MEG searched for LFV muon decay 

mediated by a new light particle 
decaying into two gammas.

2.  decay                                        Mitsutaka Nakao ★ Page:      /42!+ ! e+X, X ! ""

Signal & Background

16

γμ+e+

γ

X

Background 
●one of γ is accidental 

●e+ is accidental 

●e+, γ, and γ is accidental 

●physics backgrounds are negligible

arXiv:2005.00339, submitted to EPJC
11



SEARCH FOR LFV AXION LIKE PARTICLE BY MEG

• The whole MEG data used
J. Heeck, W. Rodejohann / Physics Letters B 776 (2018) 385–390 387

Fig. 2. Left: excluded regions for a scalar X with mass mX and coupling to photons g! ! [49–51]. In black we show contours of the boosted decay length ! c" of X ! ! ! , 
assuming X to be produced from an at-rest muon decay µ ! e X (upper panel) or tauon decay " ! e X (lower panel). Here, the solid black line corresponds to ! c" = 0.01 cm, 
the dotted one to 0.1 cm, the dashed one to 1 cm and the dot-dashed line to 10 cm. Right: same as left, but for a scalar X with coupling to electrons, so the contours are 
for the boosted decay length ! c" of X ! ee.

For tau decays (e.g. in Belle or LHCb) the situation is more com-
plicated because the particles do not decay at rest in the lab frame. 
We will leave a dedicated analysis to our experimental colleagues 
but nevertheless approximate the tau at rest in the following. 
The additional boost can increase or decrease the physical decay 
length, depending on the direction of X emission in the tau frame. 
Since we will see that the parameter space for tau decays is wide 
open, our conclusions should be qualitatively correct.

3. Muon decays

We start our analysis with LFV muon decays, which kinemati-
cally allow for µ ! e X with X ! ! ! or X ! ee.

3.1. Decay µ ! e X, X ! ! !

Assuming only geµ and g! ! to be non-zero, we have the 
branching ratio in the narrow-width approximation [47]

BR(µ ! e X, X ! ! ! ) " BR(µ ! e X)BR(X ! ! ! )

" BR(µ ! e X) , (9)

and the boosted decay length from Eq. (8),

! c" " 32#mµ

g2
! ! m4

X

" 21 cm

!
TeV#1

g! !

"2 #
10 MeV

mX

$4

. (10)

The experiment of choice for this decay chain is MEG [43] due 
to the better photon detection compared to Mu3e.2 While MEG’s 
detector geometry should allow for reconstructed vertices up to 
the meter scale, we can see from Fig. 2 (upper left) that such large 
decay lengths are incompatible with beam dump data. Limits on 
g! ! , re-derived and updated recently in Refs. [49–51], are in fact 
so strong that they exclude X masses below 20 MeV and decay 
lengths longer than cm. Future experiments such as NA62, Belle-II, 
and SHiP [50,51] can push this limit to 0.1 cm (see also Ref. [53]
for LHC prospects).

While vertex resolutions of order cm might be possible in 
MEG(-II), many of the decays will appear prompt, but still have 
a different energy distribution from the general three-body decay 
µ ! e! ! . For not-too-heavy X , the positron energy will actu-
ally be similar to that from µ ! e! for which MEG is optimized, 
which should improve the e!ciency of this search. Assuming an 
improvement of the 30-year-old Crystal-Box limit [28] by an order 
of magnitude with MEG(II), i.e. a reach down to BR(µ ! e X, X !
! ! ) " 10#11 for su!ciently prompt X decays [43], this corre-
sponds to LFV scales 1012 GeV ! $µe . For comparison, BR(µ !
e X) with invisible X decay currently gives a lower limit 109 GeV !
$µe; if this were to be improved to BR(µ ! e + inv) ! 10#8 with 
Mu3e [41] one could push this to 1011 GeV ! $µe . This illustrates 
nicely how much limits on BR(µ ! e X) can be improved if X de-
cays back into observable particles within the detector.

2 This could change with the extension of Mu3e by a photon conversion layer [41,
52].

J. Heeck, W. Rodejohann, PLB 776 (2018) 385
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Figure 15 ✏2� (see the text for the definition) versus mX for ⌧X = 20 ps.

✏selection: the signal selection e�ciency.751

Using Eqs. (27)–(29), an estimate of the SES is given by752

s
�1
0 = NMichel

1
BMichel · fMichel

·
pMichel · pcorrection

pMEG

·
Ae+

AMichel
·
✏e+

✏Michel
· ✏2� · ✏DM · ✏selection. (30)

The geometrical acceptance of the spectrometer is com-753

mon, hence Ae+/AMichel = 1; the estimate of the relative754

e+ e�ciency is ✏e+/✏Michel = 89% (mX = 45 MeV/c2) �755

97% (mX = 20 MeV/c2) increasing monotonically with mX.756

The estimate of ✏2� is shown in Fig. 15; ✏2� = 0.6% (mX = 45757

MeV/c2) – 2.9% (mX = 20 MeV/c2), decreasing monoton-758

ically with mX. This dependence comes mainly from the 2�759

acceptance: for increasing mX, the opening angle between760

the 2�s becomes larger, resulting in a decreasing e�ciency.761

The systematic uncertainties are summarised in Table 1.762

The uncertainty in the 2� detection e�ciency and that in the763

MC smearing parameters are the dominant components.764

The estimated value of SES is s0 = (2.9 ± 0.3) ⇥ 10�12
765

(20 MeV/c2) – (6.3±1.1)⇥10�10 (45 MeV/c2) for ⌧X = 20 ps766

increasing monotonically with mX. The e+ e�ciency is ✏e+ =767

1% (45 MeV/c2) – 36% (20 MeV/c2) decreasing mono-768

tonically with mX, estimated with the MC, although this769

quantity is not necessary for the normalisation. The over-770

all e�ciency for the MEx2G events conditional to the e+ in771

the geometrical acceptance of the spectrometer is therefore772

✏MEx2G = 2.0 ⇥ 10�5 (45 MeV/c2) – 4.7 ⇥ 10�3 (20 MeV/c2)773

decreasing monotonically with mX.774

9 Results and discussion775

Table 2 summarises the numbers of events in the signal re-776

gion and the sidebands as well as the expected number of777

background events in the signal region. We observe non-zero778

events in the signal region for some masses. Note that the ad-779

jacent mX bins are not statistically independent. Summing780

up the observed events gives nine events but five of them are781

unique events. One event appears in four bins (mX = 34, 35,782

36, 37 MeV/c2) and another event appears in two bins (mX =783

35, 36 MeV/c2).784
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Figure 16 Confidence intervals (90% C.L.) on BMEx2G (blue band) for
⌧X = 20 ps. The red broken line shows the expected upper limits under
the null hypothesis and the yellow line shows the limits extracted by
Crystal Box analysis.
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Figure 17 Local p-value under null hypothesis as a function of as-
sumed mX.

We discuss the results for ⌧X = 20 ps below. The results785

for other ⌧X are similar, with small changes in the e�ciency.786

The results are presented in detail in Appendix A.787

Figure 16 shows 90% confidence intervals on BMEx2G788

obtained from this analysis together with the sensitivities789

and the previous upper limits due to Crystal Box. The sensit-790

ivities are evaluated by the mean of the branching ratio lim-791

its at 90% C.L. under the null hypothesis. Note that since we792

adopt the Feldman–Cousins unified approach, a one-sided or793

two-sided interval is automatically determined according to794

the data. Therefore, lower limits can be set in mX regions795

where non-zero events are observed with small NBG.796

The statistical significance of the excesses is tested797

against the null hypothesis. Figure 17 shows plocal versus798

mX. We observe the lowest plocal = 0.012 at mX =799

35 MeV/c2, which corresponds to 2.2� significance. The800

global p-value is calculated to be pglobal ⇡ 0.10 by taking801

the look-elsewhere e↵ect into account. This corresponds to802

1.3�, that is not statistically significant.803

2.2σ local, 1.3σ w/look-elsewhere 

Best Upper Limit 
for 20-45 MeV/c2
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MUCH BETTER SENSITIVITY EXPECTED FOR MEG II

8. Conclusion                                                               Mitsutaka Nakao ★ Page:      /42

LXe upgrade

151
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WHERE TO LOOK FOR CLFV? 
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Upper limits on LFV τ decays

• Belle, Babar reached O(10-8) branching ratio, LHCb improving the result 
•  τ!3 leptons, l+mesons (to charged particles) show better sensitivity 
because of less background, compared to τ!l γ.

15

e e
τ

τ
generic τ decay

LFV mode



Future prospects at Belle II

• Will collect 50ab-1 data by ~2031, with upgrading detector and accelerator 
• B(τ!µµµ)~O(10-10) at ~50ab-1 

• Background suppression is key issue. 
– Understanding of background (beam BG, fake PID etc.) 

! Improvement of reconstruction algorisms 
– Intelligent event selection by machine learning technique

16

~5X1010 TAU PAIRS



SEARCHES FOR  AT HADRON COLLIDERτ → 3μ

• HL-LHC will collect 6 x 1014 tau leptons 

• Needs a breakthrough in analysis techniques to compete 

17

Summary

• Both D, B meson decays and W decays have been exploited for the τ→3µ 
search, by LHCb, ALTAS and CMS

• HL-LHC is a prolific source of tau-leptons (6 x 1014)

• LHC experiment analyses are not limited by the number of taus, but rather by 
how well to separate signal and background

• Belle-II projection for 50 ab-1 B(τ→3µ) < 4 x10-10  [PoSFPCP2015 (2015) 049]

• Breakthrough in analysis techniques is required for LHC experiments in 
order to compete

14

Published result Channel Dataset HL-LHC 
projection

LHCb 4.6 x 10-8 HF 3 fb-1 7or 8 TeV

ATLAS 38 x 10-8 W 20 fb-1 8 TeV a few 10-9

CMS 8.0 x 10-8 W+HF 33 fb-1 13 TeV a few 10-9



WHERE TO LOOK FOR? 

MUON DECAYS & 
CONVERSIONS

TAU DECAYS MESON DECAYS

HIGGS DECAYS

Z DECAYS
NEW HEAVY PARTICLES

NEW LIGHT PARTICLES

N. Tasneem (BaBar)Υ(3S) → eμ
S. Weber (LHCb)B → Kℓℓ′ 

J. Swallow (NA62)K → πμe

Apologies for any topics that I missed…

H → τℓ H. Borecka-Bielska (ATLAS)

K. Inami, D. Sahoo (Belle/Belle II)
K. Ieki (MEG II)

H. Nishiguchi (COMET)
M. Aoki (DeeMe)

M. Yucel (Mu2e)

Special thanks to A. Papa (Mu3e) & M. Nakao (MEG)

Check many interesting talks 
in the parallel sessions

E. Graziani, F Tenchini (Belle II)
Z′ → inv ALP → γγ τ → ℓα

D. Sahoo (Belle)
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MUON LFV PROCESSES

• signal: monochromatic 
~104MeV electron 

• BG: beam-related 
prompt 

• pulsed muon beam 

• “extinction” of ~10-10 

• low mass tracker

19

• signal: 2-body kinematics 

• BG: accidental 

• DC muon beam 

• low mass tracker 

• excellent gamma-ray 
measurement

• signal: 3-body kinematics 

• BG: accidental 

• DC muon beam 

• low mass tracker 

μ−N → e−N μ+ → e+γ μ+ → e+e−e+
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π capture and  
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• signal: 2-body kinematics 

• BG: accidental 

• DC muon beam 

• low mass tracker 

• excellent gamma-ray 
measurement

• signal: 3-body kinematics 

• BG: accidental 

• DC muon beam 

• low mass tracker 

μ−N → e−N μ+ → e+γ μ+ → e+e−e+

pixel tracker  
based on HV-MAPS

“COBRA” spectrometer 
LXe photon detector

π capture and  
π, μ transport by solenoids

INNOVATIVE EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES 
ARE DRIVING FORCE
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Live Event Window

20

π− + N → γ + N′ 

γ → e− + e+

Background suppression: Radiative Pion Capture + other beam related bg

• 8 GeV pulsed proton beam @ 1695 ns intervals. 
• We wait 700 ns before taking C.E data to avoid 

most of the prompt background 
- Muonic atom lifetime = 864 ns. 
• Out of time protons/ beam < 10−10

 with enough 
momentum can 
fake conversion 
events

e−
RPC :
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✤ Dedicated 8 GeV Operation Test was conducted in Jan-Feb 2018.

Extinction at MR Abort w/ FX (8GeV, 2018)
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RF voltage (kV)
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Extinction at MR Abort w/ FX (8GeV, 2018)

✤ Operation chain; injection/acceleration/extraction, successfully established.
✤ Good bunched slow extraction efficiency of 97% , achieved

Current Status (2) — Accelerator Development —

✤ Extinction development was also 
successfully conducted at Main Ring Proton 
Synchrotron and Secondary Beam Line in 
Hadron Experimental Facility.

✤ Excellent extinction (O(10−12)-O(10−11)) in 
MR was confirmed. But, Small leaks 
observed in secondary beam (equivalent  to 
1x10−10 extinction)
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Figure 9: Timing distribution of secondary pion
(Converted to be synchronised wrt. MR timing)

The total number of pions seen in this
measurement was 1.7 ! 1010 (corresponding
to 23 hours of DAQ live-time), and the num-
ber in the inter-peak region was 202, i.e. the
extinction factor is 1.2 ! 10"8 which does not
satisfy the requirement for COMET. By ex-
cluding events belonging to the K4 injection
batch, i.e. using the data from K1, K2 and
K3 only, the extinction factor is < 1.0 ! 10"10

which satisfies the requirements. In this case,
a quarter of the proton beam would be dis-
carded. If the leakage at K4-rear can be
solved, an extinction factor of < 6.0 ! 10"11

is feasible.

3 Proposal for the Next 8 GeV Campaign

In the previous 8 GeV campaign in 2018, three studies were performed. Thanks to the accel-
erator study, the full 8 GeV operation chain, “injection”, “acceleration” and “bunched slow
extraction”, was established. Customised MR operation for COMET was successfully demon-
strated at the MR Abort Line with FX beam. In particular, SBK-mode runnning was investi-
gated with the RF voltages being varied, and excellent extinction levels of O(10"12 – 10"11)
was confirmed. Bunched-SX beam was transported to HD, and secondary pions at the K1.8
beam line were carefully measured, and an sufficient extinction of <1.0 !10"10 was confirmed.
However, the residual protons at the K4 rear bucket were also observed.

Here, we propose the next 8 GeV campaign to complete the agenda revealed in the previous
campaign; i) achieve perfect extraction, and ii) perfect extinction. In the previous campaign,
the extraction efficiency ultimately reached 97%, while it is usually 99.5 % for normal SX. And
the mystery at K4 rear should be solved to ensure the success of COMET.

3.1 Investigation to pursue a perfect extinction
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Figure 10: Waveform of injection
kicker and position of RF buckets

After the previous campaign, an intensive study was per-
formed to understand the mechanism of K4 leakage and
to pursue the origin of this leakage. In addition, by this
study, an approach to improve the extinction factor was
also drawn up.

The true identity of K4-Mystery is becoming clearer.
Figure 10 shows the injection kicker-excitation waveform
and the timing of the front and rear RF buckets. As
shown clearly, kicker field has a certain trailing compo-
nent. Thus, even if SBK is applied (Figure 10 (b)), some
residual protons in the empty bucket is affected by the
tail of the kicker field, and can be injected into the MR.

8

Extinction@MR
with varied RF voltage

Extinction
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Solved
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Solved

Solution for this 
small leakage was 
found, and verified 
in MR. 
Next test, under 
preparation.
Proposal for next 
test, submitted.

Hajime NISHIGUCHI (KEK)                                             ”The COMET Experiment”                         ICHEP2020, 28Jul-06Aug/2020,Virtual Prague



DeeMe Project
• KEK/IMSS J-PARC S1A type Project 
– SES: 1×10-13 (Graphite, 2×107sec) 
– 2×10-14(SiC)、5×10-15(8×107sec) 

• Proposed to KEK/IMSS in 2010 
• Stage-2 Approved w/Graphite 
• Grant-in-Aid for detector construcbon 
• completed 

• Large-acceptance H-Line is essen>al to achieve the 
physics goal: @ D-Line, it will be x10 worse.

Proton

Production
Target Secondary Beamline

① π－ Production
② in-flight π－→ μ－

③ Muonic Atom Formation
④ μ-e Conversion

Magnet
Spectrometer

π-

μ-
e-

e-low-P BG

high-P
Signal

①

②
③ ④

H Line

PACMAN magnet 
from TRIUMF
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Sun Feb 23 15:01:37 2020
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Detector upgrades from MEG

23

upgrade

𝜇+

𝛾

𝑒+

𝑒+

𝜇+
𝛾

MEG DNA is gradient magnetic field & 2.7ton liquid xenon photon detector

Improved resolutions to cope with higher beam rate



MUON CLFV SENSITIVITY COMPARISONS

Bernstein & Cooper Year
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μ e

γ

μ e

γ, Z

q q

μ e

γ, Z

e e

XXVI Lepton Photon June 2013, Satoshi MIHARA

µ ! e� µ ! 3eµN ! eN

1 : :1/390

for Al target

1/170

BR = 2×10-14 : 5×10-17 : 1×10-16 

“dipole” 
dominant
(SUSY etc)
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NON-DIPOLE CONTRIBUTIONS FROM NEW PHYSICS

•  and  can have 
large contributions from other 
operators. 

• To disentangle the secrets of 
New Physics, all the three 
muon CLFV processes should 
be pursued together.  

• Angular distributions of 
 and , and atom-

dependence of  can 
be decisive after discoveries.

μN → eN μ → 3e

μ → eγ μ → 3e
μN → eN

• Dipole

Dominant in SUSY-GUT and 
SUSY see-saw scenarios

Relevant in RPV SUSY and RPC SUSY for 
large tan(β) and low mA, leptoquarks 

q

q
• Scalar  
(Pseudo-scalar)

• 4 Leptons, ...

Type II seesaw,  RPV SUSY,  LRSM 

• Vector
Enhanced in  Type III seesaw (Z),               

Type II seesaw,   LRSM,  leptoquarks 

(Axial-vector) qq

μ e

UV origin of various operators
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“  EQUIVALENT” DIPOLE LFV SENSITIVITY𝜇 → 𝑒𝛾

• Final sensitivity 
goals are very similar 
within a factor 2-3  

• Further upgrades 
being planned

26

MEG

MEG II

DeeMe

COMET-I

Mu3e-I

Mu3e-II
COMET-II 
Mu2e

µN eN→

K. Ieki (MEG II)



MEG II
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 drift chamber𝑒+
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 drift chamber𝑒+
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• 1728 anode wires in 6-8mm interval, 9 layers 
 ! many hits per track ! good resolution (  ~ 130 keV,  ~ 5 mrad expected) 

• No extra material between timing counter ! efficiency 2
𝜎𝐸 𝜎𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑙𝑒𝑠

×

• Cylindrical stereo wire chamber (stereo angle: ) 
• Low mass (  X0 along track)! low multiple scattering ! good resolution 

Gas: He(90%)+iC4H10(10%), Wire: 20  W(Au) for anode, 40 or 50  Al(Ag) for cathode

6 − 8.5°

𝟏 . 𝟓𝟖 × 𝟏𝟎−𝟑

μm μm
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• No extra material between timing counter ! efficiency 2
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×
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Example of signal



 timing counter𝑒+
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6 SiPMs 
series connection



 timing counter𝑒+

29

• Fast plastic scintillator + SiPM 
• Increased segmentation 
! many hits per track 
   ! good resolution

= 38.5 ps already 
achieved
𝜎𝑡

6 SiPMs 
series connection

~8 for signal 𝑁h𝑖𝑡𝑠 𝑒+

series connection makes 
the waveform sharp

To improve time resolution: 
  - Use many SiPMs ! high light yield 
  - Connect them in series 
    ! less readout ch, short risetime



LXe  detector𝛾
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LXe  detector𝛾

30
Uniformity of sensor coverage and granularity improved! 
! Energy and position resolution improves by factor of 2 in MC

Energy (MeV)
48 49 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 580

0.2
0.4
0.6
0.8

1
1.2
1.4
1.6
1.8

2
Reconstructed Energy

MEG I
MEG II

Energy resolution 
2% ! 0.7~1.5%

Example of  BG event in  beam run 
(part of the detector was readout)

𝛾 𝜇



BG tagging detector

31

upgrade

𝑒+

𝛾



BG tagging detector

31

upgrade

𝑒+

𝛾

• New detector for tagging BG  
• Detects low energy  from  
• Plastic scintillator (timing) + LYSO 

crystals (energy) + SiPMs

𝛾

𝑒+ 𝜇 → 𝑒𝜈𝜈𝛾



BG tagging detector

31

upgrade

𝑒+

𝛾

• New detector for tagging BG  
• Detects low energy  from  
• Plastic scintillator (timing) + LYSO 

crystals (energy) + SiPMs

𝛾

𝑒+ 𝜇 → 𝑒𝜈𝜈𝛾

𝑡𝑒 − 𝑡𝐿𝑋𝑒 [𝑠𝑒𝑐]

𝑡𝑒 − 𝑡𝐿𝑋𝑒 

All events 
High energy  
removed

𝑒+
 time  

coincidence 
!  BG 
    successfully identified

𝑒  𝛾

𝜇 → 𝑒𝜈𝜈𝛾



Status in 2020
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• Overall status 
  - Detector construction is finished, commissioning is ongoing. 
  - Timing counter and BG tag detector are ready for physics run.

• Pilot run in the end of 2020 
  - Establish stable operation of drift chamber 
  - LXe detector resolution measurement with 
    ~55 MeV  from  from  beam (𝛾 𝜋0 → 2𝛾 𝜋− 𝜋−𝑝 → 𝜋0𝑛)

• Commissioning of drift chamber and LXe detector is ongoing 
  - For drift chamber, we successfully removed broken/potentially  
    bad wires (due to corrosion). 
    Anomalous current was observed ! under investigation 
  - In LXe detector, photon detection efficiency of SiPMs is found  
    to be reduced (~0.08% per 1-hour beam) likely due to  
    surface damage by VUV photons. Annealing (heating) was  
    found to be effective to recover it.



MU2E
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Solenoids

• Direct low momentum 
pions/muons to 
transport solenoid.

34

• S-shaped geometry 
with collimators select 
low momentum and 
negatively charged 
particles. 

• Houses muon 
stopping target, 
tracker & 
calorimeter.

NbTi Superconducting Magnets

8 GeV
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Solenoids - progress

35

Post VPI
Winding complete

Fully tested

In construction
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Tracker - progress

• Panels are produced in Uni. 
of Minnesota. 

• 40/216 tracker panels are 
produced. 

• Dry fit of first tracker plane - 
Feb-20 

• Vertical slice test(a test of 
complete tracker plane with 
production electronics) of 
the first plane is planned for 
Sept-20.

36

First tracker plane - dry fit
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Calorimeter - progress

• Plan to finish production of CsI crystals 
in August. 
• Crystals are produced at SICCAS and 

sent to be tested at Caltech. 
• Electronics will be tested at DUBNA 

and then shipped to FNAL. 
• 3950 SiPMs are completed and 

accepted with 1.2% rejection rate.

37

Mechanical production is ongoing

SiPMs 

CsI Crystals
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CRV - progress

• 80% SiPMs tested, 99% yield. 
• 1560/2688 di-counters(58%) produced. 
• 20/83 production modules(24%) are 

completed.

38

CRV module vacuum bagged

Vertical modules

Side modules
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Sensitivity

39

5σ discovery : Rμe ≥ 2 × 10−16

90 % CL Exclusion Power : Rμe ≥ 8 × 10−17

7 conversion electrons are needed for 5σ
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Summary

• Mu2e will improve current limit on conversion rate by  @ . 
• Will probe mass scales up to  TeV. 
• Current schedule; 
- Installation and commissioning starting in 2021 
- Start physics data taking in 2024. 
-  improvement over current limit by 2025 
- LBNF/PIP-II shutdown. 
-  improvement over current limit by the end of the decade. 
• Next 2-3 years will see a big effort on building and commissioning the detector.

104 Rμe = 3 × 10−17

104

× 1000

× 10000

40



COMET
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Two-Staged Approach
42

✤ COMET Phase-I
✤ Construct up to first 90° bend 

and place detector.
✤ Perform direct beam 

measurement
✤ No backward σπ data so 

far
✤ No real BG data so far

✤ Perform μ-e Search with an 
intermediate sensitivity 
(O(10-15))

✤ COMET Phase-II
✤ Complete all transport
✤ Perform μ-e Search with a 

full sensitivity (O(10−17))

Hajime NISHIGUCHI (KEK)                                             ”The COMET Experiment”                         ICHEP2020, 28Jul-06Aug/2020,Virtual Prague
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measurement
✤ No backward σπ data so 

far
✤ No real BG data so far
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【 COMET Phase-I 】
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Current Status (1) — Facility Construction —
43

MR (30GeV proton synchrotron)

A-Line

B-Line
C-Line

✤ Dedicated proton beam line is under construction. 
✤ Three proton beam lines in Hadron Experimental Facility. A-Line is primary and in-

operation. B-Line just completed and started operation in June 2020. C-Line, 
dedicated for COMET, is under construction and expected to be completed in 2021.

✤ Inside COMET hall, pion/muon transport system is under construction. 
✤ Transport solenoid is already completed. Other components, pion capture solenoid, 

detector solenoid etc., are under construction.

Hadron 
Experimental 
Facility (HD)

COMET 
Hall

Hajime NISHIGUCHI (KEK)                                             ”The COMET Experiment”                         ICHEP2020, 28Jul-06Aug/2020,Virtual Prague
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Hadron Hall, B/C Branch (1)

B C

B

C

- Magnets including ones for

  COMET was installed.

- Wall was built between

  C-line and the branch.
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Hadron Hall, B/C Branch (1)

B C

B

C

- Magnets including ones for

  COMET was installed.

- Wall was built between

  C-line and the branch.

Proton Beam Line

B-Line, completed and in-operation. 

C-Line,  under construction and will 

be completed in 2021. First beam will 

be delivered to COMET hall in 2022.

Pion Capture SolenoidPion Capture Solenoid • All coil winding for PCS was completed. 
• Assembling are about to start by Mitsubishi Elec., to finish in 2022. 
• Design updates and construction status will be presented by Iio-san. 
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Pion Capture Solenoid • All coil winding for PCS was completed. 
• Assembling are about to start by Mitsubishi Elec., to finish in 2022. 
• Design updates and construction status will be presented by Iio-san. 
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Pion Capture Solenoid • All coil winding for PCS was completed. 
• Assembling are about to start by Mitsubishi Elec., to finish in 2022. 
• Design updates and 

construction status will be presented by Iio-san. 

MS2 
MS1 

TS1f TS1e TS1c TS1b 

TS1d 

CS0 

TS1a 

CS1 

All coils ready. Construction for all parts started. Will be completed in 2022.
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Current Status (3) — Detector Construction —
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CyDet  (for µ-e conv. search) StrECAL  (for beam measurement)CDC under Cosmic-ray Tests

Cylindrical drift chamber (CDC) 
takes more data 

at the Fuji experimental hall

2a.		Cabling		(HV	side)

7

HV: 1850 V 
Gas mixture: He/i-C4H10=90/10 
flow rate: 100 ccm

Akira SATO                                                                                                                                                     COMET Phase-I CDC

CDC Cosmic-ray test: Analysis
New analysis framework for the CDC based on ICEDUST was developed by 
Yohei. 
The 1st analysis of the Stage-3 data (20-27 Dec. `19) has been done by Saki 
Ohta-san. 2M events. 
→ Saki’s Master thesis 

The spacial resolution was worse than the Stage-2. 
Noise effects?  

Manabu is also working for detailed analysis. + a new M1, Higuchi-kun. 
Gain saturation study with the CR test data by Sun-kun.

4

Spacial resolution by Saki Hit distribution by ManabuCR event track

Yohei’s talk

Sun’s talk
StrECAL Beam Test at ELPH 

Tohoku University in March 2017

beam defining counters (BDC) of SciFi in vacuum at upstream 
and downstream the straw chamber

StrECAL test-beam experiment

H.Nishiguchi(KEK)                                                       StrECAL Overview                                               COMET CM21,J-PARC

 Modification on each subdetector is ongoing
 Straw : Just need to repair the broken parts 
 ECAL : Many modification is ongoing (See Hiroshi’s presentation) 
 FE/amp./Trig : Many updates are ongoing (See Kazuki, Dima, Leonid, MyeongJae, 

and Yuki’s presentation) 
 Vacuum compatible Beam Defining Counter : Starting the construction

upstream downstream

 Vacuum chamber for BDC is 
ready for assembly 
 See Takashi Saito’s presentation

straw chamber

BDCStructure
• Prototype 
• Developed for the beam test in March 2016. 
• Housing 16 modules (= 64 crystals) in vacuum 
• Partially successful and a lot to learn. 

• Vacuum leakage 
• Detailed design for the construction (mechanical robustness) 
• Improved design has been made by Hiroshi 
• Minor, but important modifications. 

• To be beam-tested in the coming beam test (March 2017) 
• Hope to finalize the critical R&D items. 

• The structure for the COMET ECAL 
• Started the engineering design together with REPIC 
• Based on the prototype experience 
• Will be able to show the draft/ver.1 design in the Integration 
Workshop.

8

full string test of trigger 
and FE to DAQ (FCT 

and FC7)

✤ CDC, completed 
and under 
commissioning 
with cosmic-ray.

✤ Trigger 
hodoscope is 
under 
development.

✤ Straw 1st station is under construction, 
will be completed soon.

✤ Five stations will be constructed in total.

✤ ECAL prototype 
successfully 
completed.

✤ Detector assembly 
will start soon.

Completed CDC

Event Display
(CR track)

Straw Tracker
Assembly

ECAL
prototype
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Schedule
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✤ Construction on all items are ongoing at a fast pace. 
✤ Facility; 

✤ Proton beam line. C-Line construction started and will be completed 
in 2021. First beam is expected in 2022. 

✤ Transport line (π/µ). Transport solenoid, completed. Pion capture will 
be completed in 2022. All parts will be ready in early 2023. 

✤ Detector; 
✤ CyDet. CDC, completed and under commissioning. Trigger hodoscope 

construction will follow. 
✤ StrECAL. Straw tracker, 1st station is under construction, and all five 

stations will be completed by 2022. ECAL, detector assembly will start 
soon and will be completed by 2022. 

✤ Accelerator; 
✤ Dedicated 8 GeV operation test was conducted in 2018. Good 

extinction was confirmed. Next test is under preparation. 
✤ As soon as C-Line and radiation shield will be completed (expected in 

2022), proton beam commissioning will start. It will be followed by the 
engineering and physics runs of COMET Phase-I.
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Summary of COMET Phase-I & Phase-II
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COMET-Phase-I COMET-Phase-II

experiment starts (*) in ~2023 Ready in 3 years 
after Phase-I completion

beam power 3.2kW (8GeV, 400nA) 56kW (8GeV, 7μA)

running time 150 days 2.0 x 10^7 (sec)

# of protons 3.0 x 10^(19) 8.5 x 10^(20)

# of muon stops 1.5 x 10^(16) 2.0 x 10^(18)

muon rate 5.8 x 10^9 1.0 x 10^(11)

# of muon stops / proton 0.00052 0.00052

# of BG 0.02 0.3

S.E.S. 3.1 x 10^(-15) 2.6 x 10^(-17)

U.L. (90%CL.) 7.0 x 10^(-15) 6.0 x 10^(-17)
* including the engineering run



MU3E
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The pixel tracker: Overview
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Re-curl stations Central stations

• Central tracker: Four layers; Re-curl tracker: Two layers 

• Minimum material budget: Tracking in the scattering dominated regime 

• Momentum resolution: < 0.5 MeV/c over a large phase space; Geometrical acceptance: ~ 
70%;  X/X0 per layer: ~ 0.011%



Most recent News
• Magnet from Cryogenic just arrived at PSI: The construction phase of the experiment has started! 

• Field Intensity: 1T; Field description: dB/B ≤ 10-4; Field stability: dB/B(100 d) ≤ 10-4
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The Mu3e experiment: R&D completed. Construction phase

Mupix detector

Fibre hodoscope

70 ps resolution 
w/ single hit 

 < 500 ps resolution 
w/ multi hits 
thickness: < 0.3% X0 

Tracking, integrate sensor and readout 
in the same device: 50 um thick 
1 layer: ~ 0.1% X0  

Superconducting 
solenoid Magnet 

Homogeneous field 
1T

Tile detector

Full available beam 
intensity 
O(108)

Muon Beam and 
target

MIDAS DAQ and Slow Control 

Run, history, alarms, HV 
etc.
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News: Detector slice test 

beam foreseen at the end of 

the year at PSI



How we detect µ+ ! e+e�e+
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• Beam line optimisation 
• Increased capture and transmission  

• Put into perspective the beam line optimisation the equivalent beam power would be of the 
order of several tens of MW

The High intensity Muon Beam (HiMB) project at PSI
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• Aim: O(1010 muon/s); Surface (positive) 
muon beam (p = 28 MeV/c); DC beam  

• Strategy: 
• Target optimization 
• Beam line optimization 

• Time schedule: O(2025) 

MU3E NEEDS HIMB

 EXPERIMENT 
BEYOND MEG II?

μ → eγ



CONCLUSION

• We will see the most exciting decade to come for CLFV searches. 
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Submission for European Strategy Update, arXiv:1812.0654
TO BE UPDATED!


